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 REMOVAL & REPLACEMENT of EXISTING  
COUNTERTOP SIGN-OFF 

 
 

 
 
TEMPLATE OVER EXISTING COUNTERTOP 
There are several options for templating over top of an existing countertop. 
 

➢  Templating for a new Counter Top in most cases can be done with the  
existing counter top & backsplash, sink & cooktop being left in place. 
However, sometime items need to be removed in order to do the template 
properly. The StoneCrafters templater will inform you of items that will need  
to be removed in order to do the template. The templater will also inform your  
Project Manager at StoneCrafters of items that need to be removed.        
The Project Manager will advise you of the options available to you in order to  
complete the template. 
 

➢ In most cases the new Granite or Quartz counter tops will be thinner than 
the existing counter tops. There will be areas where the new counter tops  
will not cover voids on the walls, against wood trim or existing backsplash left by 
the removal of the existing counter tops that will need to be painted or trimmed 
out with new wood trim. StoneCrafters will Not perform this work. 
 

➢ There are issues that may arise after the removal of the existing counter  
tops that is not apparent until the removal of the existing counter tops such as:  
 

➢ Cabinets not sufficient to support the new counter tops without 
modifications. 
 

➢ Unlevel Cabinet not able to support the new counter tops without 
shimming support that will require additional wood trim work to cover the 
space left by shimming. 
 

➢ Additional wall ledgers or built in support to support the new counter tops. 
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There are some items that StoneCrafters can offer at an ADDITIONAL COST to  
cover spaces or voids caused during the new counter top installation. 
 

➢ Build Up Strips 
 

➢ Backsplash to cover gaps between the new counter tops and existing  
Wall conditions. 

 

➢ Sanded Tile Caulk for Existing Tile Backsplash where the Backsplash 
meets new counter tops 

 

➢ Cabinet Adjustments & Minor Wood Trim Work  
 

➢ Plumbing disconnect and reconnect 
 

➢ Painting touch up  
 

➢ Cleaning Services  
 
REMOVAL of EXISTING COUNTER TOPS  
 

➢ The removal of the existing counter tops will most likely happen the day of 
the installation of the new counter tops. However , we may recommend to  
remove the existing counter tops prior to the new counters being installed  
to inspect existing cabinets or for a proper measurement.   

 

➢ The time frame to remove existing counter tops and install new  
will vary depending on the existing counter top condition and the  
items that we need to deal with to get the existing counter tops out 
and the new tops in. The removal and installation could take 4 hours to 2 
days. 
 

 
 
 
INSTALLATION of NEW COUNTERTOPS WHEN EXISTING HAS BEEN 
REMOVED 
 
 

 

➢ We strongly recommend that all of the contents of the cabinets be 
removed prior to removal of the existing tops as there will be debris from  
the existing counter tops that will fall down into the cabinets during the  
removal. The final clean up of the cabinets will not be done by 
StoneCrafters. 
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➢ Care will be taken during the installation of the new counter tops.  
However, scrapes, punctures or marks to wall surfaces are possible.  
These items are considered incidental and are the homeowners 
responsibility to repair. 

 

➢ Every effort will be made to fit the new stone counter tops as close as 
possible to walls and cabinet panels.  However, it is not always possible.  
There may be additional trim, caulk or grouting required.  This is not the 
responsibility of StoneCrafters unless agreed to by StoneCrafters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The final decision on which options are best depends upon job site conditions and is typically 
decided by a Stone Crafters representative at the time of template. To achieve the best fit and a 
successful template and install of the new stone or quartz countertops, Stone Crafters may be 
required to change the preferred option once the job site has been assessed. At that time, 
additional work may be required by the homeowner or StoneCrafters before a template and/or 
installation can be completed. 
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